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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 2020

Beaverbrook School
Earth Day Edition
Watch these videos
to find out what you
can do to help the
Earth this Earth Day
and all year long!

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=Q0xUXo2zEY&featur
e=youtu.be

Learning Activities
Language Arts
Challenge #1

Challenge #2

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=4z7gDsS
KUmU&t=23s
We learned about FANBOYS in class
FANBOYS help create complex
sentences
Usually, include a comma before
your FANBOY
Write 7 sentences using a different
FANBOY in each sentence.
Use Earth Day or passing the time in
social isolation as a theme for your
sentences.
Post your sentences here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1G9fzC4jNy6BVhXK_S3CW46DC
MHU92puLbrT9pub_cPY/edit

Use the word Earth , or
another word of your choice,
to write an acrostic poem.
In an acrostic poem, each new
line is started using the next
letter in a word. Here is an
example:
Each of us together
Are stronger than alone.
Reaching up for sunlight
Together, not alone
Holding our hands out to help
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Math

CLICK ON THE
LINK:

Click on the link to
learn how to play
War to practice and
get fast at addition.

Challenge #1

ELL Activities
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=FOeTJdzEqyw&feature=e
mb_logo

Watch this video
and do the
activities
There are 15
players on a
hockey team. two
fifths (2/5) of them
are left- handed.
How many are
left- handed?

Click on this link:
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/0
1/learning/whats-going-on-in-thispicture-march-2-2020.html

Look at the
picture.
Ask some
questions about
the picture.
Tell what you
think is
happening in the
picture.

Challenge #2

After school,
Hailey completed
3/10 of the
questions she had
for homework.
Autumn
completed 31% of
the questions.
Who completed
the most?

Science: Stem Challenge
Click on the link to watch the video.
Use whatever you have around the house
to create a waterwheel.
Create a plan, design, test, and retest.
Be creative and flexible thinkers!
Take a picture or video and share your
creation
on Teams or in an email!
https://youtu.be/HUaaFE8regs
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Art Activity: Nature Sketches
Materials: pen, pencil or crayon; paper or cardboard;
A tree or plant you can watch change and grow.
Find your subject. Look carefully. What do you notice?
Think about the shapes, colour, textures you see.
Start a contour drawing of the outer edges.
Spend more time looking at the subject than your paper.
If your subject is a tree, you may want to focus on a single branch.
Do several quick contour sketches to warm-up.
Do a more detailed drawing including shadows, textures and other specific details you see.
In a few days go back to this same tree/plant and compare your drawing to what you see
now. What do you notice? Has anything changed? You may want to write a few sentences
describing the changes.
This is an activity that can be done over several weeks or even months. Give it a try and see
what you notice.
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